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clan-chief—though not related to him. Here as in India
we can trace a conquering group, the Yamato, at work orga-
nizing the rest to suit their convenience. From such clan-
chiefs came the emperor and the great lords through whom
in theory he exercised his powers, and gradually a hierar-
chical society emerges, emperors and great lords, O-omi,
his ministers, territorial officials, O-muraji, local chiefs and
guild heads, then the 'good people' ryomin, and lastly the
serfs, or 'base people', 'In short', says Sansom, 'the social
and political organizations were one, since the administra-
tive hierarchy corresponded, at least ideally, with the
gradations of nobility.'1
But great barons seldom behave as they should: there
were early rivalries in which the throne itself was threatened,
and even emperors were murdered if they stood in the way
of an ambitious family.
The picture of early society in Japan is, in fact, a dark
one: morality is largely a matter of tabus, and religion of
ritual cleanness. The people groan under arrogant chiefs,
and many are serfs: justice is a farce, and strangers are
regarded as unclean.
Confucian ideals, slowly seeping in with teachers and
immigrant families, are not constraining enough to reform
society. On the other hand women seem to play a leading
role: some Chinese speak of Jih-pen as the 'Queen Coun-
try', others note the devotion of women to their poly-
gamous husbands, and the great respect paid by the
Semmin to their lords, and say that litigation is rare and
theft unknown.
Early rituals of purification make much of sins such as
murder and incest, but also of the defilement of the sex-act
and of childbirth.
The national cult is that of nature-gods and national
heroes. It is called Kami-no-michi—-The Way of the
Lords—and this was later translated into Chinese Shin-to
(Shen-tao). This cult is one of gratitude to ancestors who
are gods, and to gods who are ancestors; it is a cult not of
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